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IN [2] Goresky and MacPherson defined certain intersection homology groups IHf’(X) 
for a pseudomanifold X and speculated on the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. Let X be a normal pseudomanifold so that IH$(X)+ IH$(X) is an 
isomorphism for all perversities cj > p. Then X is a homology manifold. 
We show that there is a counterexample to this conjecture. However, the con- 
jecture becomes true if it is interpreted more loosely, namely if we allow more 
perversities than Goresky and MacPherson do and assume the “normal bundles” of 
the strata of X are trivial. 
We refer the reader to [2] for definitions of perversities, IH$(X), 0, 6 etc. 
I would like to thank S. Akbulut for many helpful conversations and for stimulat- 
ing me to look at this problem 
§l. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We now construct an example of a normal pseudomanifold X so that IH$(X) * 
IH$ (X) is an isomorphism for all perversities 4 > p but so X is not a homology 
manifold. 
This X is the bundle over S’ with fiber Z(S’ x S’) (the suspension of a torus) and 
holonomy 2.A : C(S’ x S’) + C(S’ X S’) where A E Z,(Z) is a matrix so that 
A- ;; 
( > 
E =,(a, for instance A = . To put it another way 
X = [0, l] x [0, l] x FL’/ -where 
(s, 4 xl - (s, 4 x + (4 n)>, 
(s, 0, x) - (s, 0, x’), (s, 1, xl - (s, 1, x’) 
and 
(1, s, xl I- (0, s, Ax) 
for all 
s E [0, 11, t E [0, 11, x, x’ E R2 and (m, n) E Z2. 
We have a natural stratification of X, the singular stratum is the union of the two 
circles [0, 11 x 0 x R2 and [0, l] x 1 x R2. 
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Let F = C(S’ X S’). Then Hi(F) = 0 if if 0,2,3, Hi(F) = Z if i = 0,3 and H*(F) = 
Z @Z. The Wang sequence for the fibration F + X + S’ is 
p2 H,(X)& 0 -+ 0 * H,(X)& ZL Zpo‘H,(X) + 0 
where pi : H,(F) + Hi(X) is induced by inclusion F c+X and ai : H,(F) + Hi(F) is 
1 0 
(ZA),-identity. Thus (~2 = A - o 
( 1 
1 so o2 is an isomorphism. On the other hand, cyo 
and o3 are the zero maps because @A)* is the identity on H3(F) and Ho(F). Thus we 
see that H4(X) = Z, H3(X) = Z, Hz(X) = 0, H,(X) = Z and Ho(X) = Z. Furthermore, a 
generator of Hj(X) is represented by the fiber F CX which is an (8,3)-allowable 
chain and a generator of HI(X) is represented by the circle [0, 11 X l/2 X 0 which is an 
(6, I)-allowable chain. Hence IHg(X) + IH$(X) = H,(X) is onto. But IHi = 
H4-‘(X) z Hi(X) = Z or 0. Thus IH$ (X) -+ IHi is an isomorphism since the only 
onto maps Z-+Z are isomorphisms. But IH~(X)-+IH~oxl’(X) and IH$?‘,“(X) -+ 
IH$(X) are isomorphisms because X has no zero-dimensional strata. 
So all maps IH$(X) -+ IH$(X) are isomorphisms. However X is not a homology 
manifold since the links of the singular strata are tori. 
$2. HOW TO WEAKEN THE CONJECTURE 
We can save the conjecture by allowing more perversities. We define a loose 
perversity to be a nondecreasing sequence of integers p = (p2, p3,. . . , pn) so that 
0 I pi zz i - 2 for all i. Let X be a pseudomanifold with boundary. Then we may define 
C!(X) to be the subgroup of Ci(X) consisting of those chains u so that dim()a) n 
Xnek) 5 i - k + pk and dim((&l fl X,-k) 5 i - 1 - k + pk for all k 12. 
We say that Y C X is a subpseudomanifold of X if Y has the structure of a 
pseudomanifold with boundary so that Yn_k = Y fl Xn-k for each k = 2,. . . , n. In 
particular, each Y fI X,-k is a smooth submanifold Of X,-k (We allOW Y II Xn-k t0 
have corners at a(aY r) &X-k)). 
If Y C X is a subpseudomanifold of X and p is a loose perversity then we may 
define 
IH$(X, Y) = H.(C$(X)/C$(Y)) 
and 
IH$ (X) = IH$ (X, 0). 
We will also find it convenient to measure the difference between IH$(X) and 
IH$ (X). If p and 4 are loose perversities with (? 2 p we define 
IH$@(X, Y) = H,(C$ (X)/(C$ (X) + C$ (Y))) 
and 
rHp(x) = IH!p(X, 0). 
Let X be a smooth stratified set. We say that X is untwisted if for each connected 
component Y of each stratum of X, there is a smooth stratified set C (called the link 
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of Y) and an imbedding C : Y x c): + X onto a neighborhood of Y. Here cx denotes 
the cone on C and c preserves strata. Thus the “normal bundles” of strata are 
“trivial”. For instance, any simplicial complex is untwisted if it is stratified by its 
simplices. Clearly any Thorn stratified set has a refinement which is untwisted. For 
instance, the counterexample X of section 1 could be refined by letting the zero 
stratum be two points, one in each singular circle and letting the one stratum be the 
two singular circles with those two points deleted. This new stratified set X’ is 
untwisted. In fact, it has the structure of an A-space so [ 11 implies it is homeomorphic 
to a real algebraic set. Note that being untwisted is related to, but weaker than, the 
property of having a TCSS structure, see [l]. 
We will prove the following theorem and its converse. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be an untwisted normal pseudomanifold with boundary and 
suppose IH$ (X) --, IH$ (X) and IH$ (8X) + IH$ (ax) are isomorphisms for all loose 
perversities cf > p. Then X is a homology manifold. 
Note that our counterexample X in 91 satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem 
except the hypothesis of being untwisted. If we refined it as indicated above, we 
would change IH’,o,032’(X) and IHz(X’)+ IH po3”(X’) would no longer be an isomor- 
phism. Using the lemmas below the reader can check that in fact IH$“~o~2’(X’) = z4 and 
all other intersection homology groups of X’ are the same as those for X. 
It is important to note that for p a loose perversity, IH$(X) depends on the 
stratification of X, even for untwisted str’atifications. For instance in the above 
example IHio9”~“(X) becomes z6 if one adds yet another O-stratum to one of the 
singular circles. 
Actually in the converse of Theorem 1 the hypothesis of being untwisted is 
unnecessary so we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a compact Thorn stratified set with boundary which is also a 
homology manifold with boundary. Then for all loose perversities 4 > p, IH$ (X) + 
IH$(X) and IHS(aX) -+ IHX(dX) are isomorphisms. 
83. EXACTSEQUENCEFORIH: 
The following lemma is immediate from the definitions and from abstract non- 
sense. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a pseudomanifold with boundary and let Z C Y C X be 
subpseudomanifolds. Let ~3 5 cf be any loose perversities. Then we have the following 
long exact sequences : 
(a) . . . + IHF+1(X, Y) + IHF(Y, Z) + IHP(X, Z)-, IHI’(X, Y) + . . . 
(b) . . . + rHg{(x, Y) + IHf@(Y, Z) -+ rHp’“(x, Z) + IH:““(X, Y) -+ . . . 
(c) . . . + rHp!q(x, Y) + IHP(X, Y) * IHP(X, Y)+ IHf’“(X, Y) + . . . . 
In the following lemmas X is a pseudomanifold with boundary and Y C X is a 
codimension 0 subpseudomanifold. We want int Y to denote the largest open set 
contained in Y (rather than Y - aY). Also 4 and p are loose perversities with 4 2 p. 
The proofs of the first two lemmas are easy, the Kunneth formula’s proof is tedious 
so we just give hints. It is not clear that there is any simple formula for IH$(Y x X) if 
Y is not a smooth manifold but is a general pseudomanifold. 
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LEMMA 3. If qk = pk whenever X,-k -(X,_,_, U Y) is nonempty, k = 2,. . ., n, then 
ZH”lo(X, Y) = 0. 
LEMMA 4. (Excision). If Y - int Y has a collar neighborhood in X - int Y then 
IH$ (X - int Y, Y - int Y) -+ U9$ (X, Y) and IHp(X - int Y, Y -int Y)+ 
IH$“(X, Y) are isomorphisms. 
LEMMA 5. (Kunneth formula.) IfN is a smooth manifold with boundary and K c N is 
a smooth submanifold, then 
IHf((N, K) X X) = &Hi(N, K,@IH?mi(x)@@OHj(N, K)*IHE-j(X) 
j=O 
and 
IHp”((N, K) X X)=@oHj(N, K)@IHF!{(X)@,g Hj(N, K)*IHPi’;-j(X). 
One way to prove Lemma 5 is to find a chain map 
T, : C&N, K)@ C$ (X) + Cl ((N, K) x X> 
which induces an isomorphism on homology. For instance, 7) ((r @ 7) could be the sum of 
simplices which triangulate (T x T if cr and 7 are simplices in N and X respectively. One 
can show that q induces an isomorphism on homology by using induction on the 
dimension of N and on the number of handles in a handlebody decomposition of N. 
LEMMA 6. If X is an untwisted pseudomanifold, then each stratum of X is 
orientable and each link of each stratum is a pseudomanifold. 
Proof. Let Y be a stratum of X. Then there is a stratified set 2 and an imbedding 
c : Y x cZ+ X onto a neighborhood of Y. Let X’ and 2’ be the complements of 
the codimension two skeleton of X and Z respectively. If we think of CZ as 
2 x [O, 1112 x 0 then Y x C’ x (0,l) 4 Y x cZ -+X is a smooth imbedding onto an 
open subset of X’. But X’ is orientable since X is a pseudomanifold. Hence 
Y x Z’ x (0,l) is orientable which implies that Y and Z’ are orientable also. So Z is a 
pseudomanifold. 
94. INTERSECTION HOMOLOGY OF A CONE AND OF UNTWISTED SPACES 
For any stratified set X without boundary we let cX denote the cone on X, 
CX = X x [0, l]/X x 0. We can give cX the structure of a stratified set with boundary 
in the obvious way. Note a(cX) = N x 1. The intersection homology of a cone turns 
out to be quite simple. 
LEMMA 7. Let X be a pseudomanifold of dimension m. Let p be any loose 
perversity. Then IHf’(cX) = 0 if i 2 m -pm+, and IHp(X) = IHp(cX) if i < m -pm+]. 
Proof. Pick any i L m -pm+, and let 7 be any (p, i)-allowable chain so that 87 = 0. 
Construct an i + 1 chain, the cone on q by coning off each simplex in q. That is, if 
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q=Xn;u we let cq =Cn; cu where cu = {(x, t) E CX 1 there is an s 2 t so that 
(x, s) E a}. Then a(cq) = 7 + c(13q) = 7. Also CT is a (p, i + l)-allowable chain. So 
IHB(cX) = 0 if i z m - P~+~. 
Now pick i < m - pm+,. Let q be any (p, i)-allowable chain so that a~ = 0. Then 17 ( 
is disjoint from the vertex. Thus 77 is homologous to its shadow on the base X of the 
cone. To see this, let q = Zn,, . u and let F be the i + 1 chain p = Cn, . u’ where 
r’ = {(x, t) E cX (there is an s 5 t so (x, s) E a}. Then p is (p, i + 1)-allowable and 
ap - q is a (p, i)-allowable chain in the base X x 1 of cX. Hence IHp(X) + IHP(cX) 
is onto. But it is also one to one because if v is a (p, i + I)-allowable chain in cX so 
that 377 is a (p, i)-allowable chain in X X 1, then 1771 is disjoint from the vertex so we 
may take the shadow q’ of r). If q = Cn,, . (T then 7’ = Zn,. o” where u” = 
{(x, 1) E X x 11(x, s) E u for some s}. Then 7’ is a (p, i + 1)-allowable chain in X x 1 
and aq’ = Jq so IHp(X) + IHp(cX) is one to one, hence it is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 8. Let X be a pseudomanifold of dimension m. Let p and c!j be the 
perversities p, = 0 i CC k, pi = i - 2 i > k, qi = 0 i < k, qi = i - 2 i 2 k. Then IH$O(cX) = 0 
unless m = k - 1. If m = k - 1 then IHp’“(cX) = IHf_,(X) if I < i < k and IHP’“(cX) = 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. If m < k - 1 then IH$‘(cX) = 0 by Lemma 3. If m > k - 1 then we have 
IHf’(cX) = 0 = IH:‘(cX) if i 2 m -(m + l-2) = 1 by Lemma 7. Also IHf(cX) + 
IHi is an isomorphism. Consequently, IHp(cX) = 0 by the long exact 
sequence . . . + IHp(cX) + IHp(cX) + IH:‘D(cX) -+ . . . . 
Now suppose m = k - 1. Then IHf’(cX) = 0 if i 2 k - 1- 0, IHp(cX) = IHp(X) = 
IHd(X) if i < k - 1, IH:‘(cX) = 0 if i 2 k - 1 -(k - 2) = 1 and IH:‘(cX) = IHp(X) = 
IH”(X) if i < 1 by Lemma 7. Hence the long exact sequence shows that IH:‘@(cX) = 
IHy_,(X) if 1 < i < k and IHf’“(cX) = 0 otherwise. 
If X is an untwisted pseudomanifold and Y C X is a k-dimensional stratum of X, 
then by a shrunken Y we will mean Y minus the interior of a regular neighbourhood 
of the k - 1 skeleton of X. Then this shrunken Y is a compact manifold with 
boundary (and with corners). 
LEMMA 9. Let X be an untwisted pseudomanifold with boundary and let p, q and k 
be as in Lemma 8. Let N, be a regular neighborhood of the s-skeleton of X. Then 
IN?(X) = IHp(N,_, Nn-,+,). 
Proof. We claim that IH$“(N,, N,_,) = 0 if s < n - k. By induction on s we then get 
that IH$‘O(N,) = 0 if s < n - k, hence IH$?(Nnek, Nn_k_l) = IHy(N,_,). By Lemma 3, 
IHz”(X, Nn_k) = 0 so IH$“(X) = IHp(N& = IH$O(N,_,,, N,_,_,). So it remains to 
prove the claim. 
Pick s < n - k. Let Y,, (Y E a be the shrunken s-dimensional strata of X, let C, be 
the links of the Y,, and let YA = Cl(aY, - ax). By excision we have 
But IH$“(( Y,, Y:) x c&J = H,( Y,, Y:)@IH~(cZ,)@H*(Y~, Y:)*IH$‘QC,) = 0 by 
Lemmas 5 and 8. Hence IHp(N,, N,_,) = 0 and we are done. 
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$5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We can now prove Theorem 1. Notice that by Lemma 2(c), IH$‘g(X) = 0 = IH $“(aX) 
for all loose perversities cf 2 p. 
By induction we may assume aX is a homology manifold. Pick any k and let Y, 
a! E a be the shrunken codimension k strata of X, let I& be the links of the Y,, and let 
Y; = Cl(aY, - 8X). By Lemma 9 and excision we have 0 =IH$‘“(X) = 
IHj@(N,_,,, Nn+_,) -L @ IH$@((Y,, Y;) x CC,), if p and 4 are as in Lemma 8. 
aE0 
But by Lemmas 5 and 8, 
0 = IH:““((Y,, Y;) x CC,) = 
H*(Y,, Y:)@rH;(c,) = 0 = H*(Y,, Y:)*IHEl(c,) 
for all 1 II m I k - 2. If Y:, = au, then h,(Y,, Y;) has Z as a direct summand since 
Y, is orientable by Lemma 6. Hence IHi = 0 for all 15 m 5 k - 2. But c, is 
normal since X is, so 0 = IHi = Hkm’-“‘(C,) by 4.3 of [2]. SO Za is a homology 
sphere if Y; = au,. (Normality implies that Hk-‘(&) = Z.) But if YA Z JY,, Y, fl aX 
is nonempty so C, is a link of the stratum Y, I-I aX of ax. Hence C, must be a 
homology sphere since ax is a homology manifold. Consequently, we have shown 
that all links of all strata are homology spheres so X is a homology manifold. 
$6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We will prove this by double induction on the dimension of X and on the total 
number of handles needed in a handlebody decomposition of every shrunken stratum 
of X. Note that JX is a homology manifold by definition, so IH$‘@(aX) = 0 by 
induction. Now let N be a handle of a closed stratum of X and let C be the link of this 
stratum. Then since X is Thorn stratified and N is contractable, we may write 
X=Y UNXCC with YfJNXcl%=Nx~UN’XcC where N’CaN and Y is a 
homology manifold with fewer handles than X. Now IH$‘“(Y) = 0 by induction so 
IHj’p(X)= IHgp(X, Y) = IHg$((N, N’) x (CC, 2)) by Lemmas 2(b) and 4. Now 
Lemma 7 implies that if m = dim C then IHF(cC) = 0 for i 3 m - pm+1 and IHp(cZ) = 
IHf(C) for i < m - p,,,+l. But Z is a homology manifold SO IHF(C) = IH/(C) = Hi(C) by 
induction. So since Z is a homology sphere, IHp(cC) = 0 = IHp(cC) if i > 0. Thus 
IH$‘O(cC) = 0, so IH gC((N, N’) x (CC, X)) = 0 by Lemmas 2(b) and 5. Consequently 
IHgp(X) = 0 and we are done. 
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